The Trump Presidency is Taking a Toll on American Power
Summary
As President, Donald Trump is undermining American power and influence. His foreign policy lacks
strategy and appears to hold only one consistent goal; rolling back the policies and progress of his
predecessor. This approach threatens not only U.S. interests, but the international order that counts on
American consistency and stability. Specifically, his actions and positions threaten to increase conflict
around the world, undermine our critical alliances, damage our economy, and represent examples of
dangerous rhetoric that imperils the U.S. agenda. The examples below demonstrate the breadth and
depth of the damage he is doing.
Notable Effects: A Key to Decoding the Damage

Increased chance of conflict

Щ

ʡ  Damaged our economy

Undermined alliances

Dangerous rhetoric

What has President Trump done?

Щʡ

Announced his intention to withdraw from the Paris Climate Agreement 
President Trump doesn’t think we have to worry about climate change. Now the U.S. is the only
country that isn’t party to the Paris Climate Agreement. In the previous Administration, the U.S.
lead efforts to bring nations together to tackle this global threat, but now our allies are
disappointed and we have ceded leadership to countries like China. De-prioritizing climate issues
also means undermining the science and innovation that makes the U.S. a global technological
leader. In 2018, the U.S. dropped two spots in a global innovation index and is no longer one of
the top ten innovative countries in the world.

Щ

Provoked North Korea on multiple occasions
The President’s tweets about “fire and fury” and the size of his nuclear button are more than just
bad tweets, they contribute to the escalation of tensions that truly need to be addressed through
careful diplomacy. Not to mention that the President has publicly contradicted his Secretary of
State on the status of discussions with North Korea and even on whether they are worth
pursuing. Trump’s careless words are deeply concerning to our regional allies South Korea and
Japan, and cast doubts over his understanding of the gravity of nuclear war -- and ability to
responsibly wield his power as Commander in Chief.

Щ

Repeatedly promoted uncertainty about the Iran nuclear agreement
President Trump has repeatedly railed against the agreement that imposed historic restrictions on
Iran’s nuclear program and the most invasive monitoring and verification requirements of any
nonproliferation agreement in history -- and with which Iran is complying. He has called it the
worst deal ever negotiated despite these successes. He has even failed to certify the agreement
twice and recently issued an ultimatum for Congress and our European allies to act, or he will
withdraw the U.S. from the agreement. Our European allies are strong proponents of the deal
because it benefits our mutual security, and undermining the agreement is driving a wedge
between the U.S. and some of our strongest allies. Not to mention that the alternative to the
nuclear agreement will likely entail some form of additional conflict in the Middle East.

Щʡ

Decimated the State Department with decreased funding and staffing
The Trump Administration proposed a 32% decrease in the State Department’s budget and
initiated a reorganization that has left staff demoralized. As a result, the Department is

hemorrhaging talent and with key positions still vacant, critical diplomatic efforts are deprioritized.
This deliberate underresourcing speaks to a fundamental lack of understanding of the value of
diplomacy and the wide ranging work American diplomats do around the world to protect our
citizens and our interests.
Announced the planned move of the U.S. embassy in Israel to Jerusalem
This announcement was not only unnecessary for U.S. interests, it has effectively shut off the
pathway to peace in the Middle East -- and excluded the U.S. from the process. Palestinian
leaders, who had expressed optimism about the peace process at the outset of the Trump
Administration now reject its overtures as entirely insincere.

Щʡ

Made derogatory comments about Haiti and African nations 
Leaving aside the disturbing nature of the comments and the attitudes they belied, the impact that
these words had on international relationships was profound. If our leader espouses bigoted
views, that discredits our policies and attitudes on the world stage. It also shapes attitudes toward
the United States in intangible ways that can affect tourism and consumer trends -- and could
affect joint efforts with nations who perceive that the President’s remarks included them, some of
which are doing important counterterrorism work among other priorities.

Щ

Refused to affirm NATO Article 5 
On President Trump’s first foreign trip, he gave an offensive speech at a NATO gathering, meant
to dedicate the September 11 and Article 5 memorial. He managed not to mention Article 5, the
clause that guarantees that NATO members will come to one another’s defense, even once. This
was a slap in the face to allies who had been on edge about the new President’s commitment
after campaigning on “America First” and often portraying a transactional view of alliances. At
best, President Trump has failed to fully understand basic tenets of this critical relationship; at
worst, he is undermining one of the cornerstones of our foreign policy that will be hard to rebuild.

ʡ

Instituted an unconstitutional “Muslim Ban” for travel to the U.S. 
The Trump administration’s unconstitutional and discriminatory travel bans are a direct threat to
our values and damage our relationships and ability to conduct diplomacy around the world. And
these ill-advised policies correlate with a downward trend in American tourism, appropriately
dubbed the “Trump slump.” Losing out on tourism dollars and the people-to-people diplomacy
that tourism enables is hardly putting America first, and there is zero proven security benefit to
excluding these travelers from the United States.

Щ

Praised dictators 
President Trump has repeatedly expressed an affinity for authoritarian leaders. For example, he
congratulated Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte for his war on drugs, which has raised serious
human rights concerns for encouraging vigilantism and is blamed for thousands of deaths. At
various times he has also expressed admiration for other strongmen including Russian President
Putin, China’s President Xi, Egypt’s President al-Sissi, Turkey’s President Erdogan, and even
North Korea’s Kim Jong Un. This undermines American leadership, diplomacy, and global efforts
to promote human rights.

Щ

Failed to address Russian influence in our democratic process 
We know that Russian actors influenced U.S. elections in 2016. Regardless of the outcome of
those races, it is imperative that there be consequences for that interference in order to deter
future meddling. Congress delivered just such a vehicle to President Trump in the Countering
America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act of 2017, but the Administration now says it will not
be implementing the new sanctions on Russia. This weakens our democracy and makes it harder
for allies and partners to respond to the same threat as Russia seeks to project its power across
Europe and around the world.

